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I. Introduction

From June to August of 2017 Women’s Link Worldwide conducted over 35 interviews in El Salvador to identify the State’s response to the Zika Virus; specifically, as related to sexual and reproductive rights and the rights of people with disabilities. The interviewees were public servants, health providers, international and non-governmental organizations, professional associations for health care, academia and the media. The sources agreed to participate in the interviews under a confidentiality agreement concealing personal identities. Women Enabled International provided invaluable technical assistance to incorporate a disability rights perspective to this document.1

We present here a summary of the conclusions obtained through the interviews. The conclusions demonstrate the State’s failure to ensure human rights in response to the epidemic of Zika. The findings also reveal the absence of a comprehensive gender and disability approach in El Salvador’s response, amplifying inequality and discrimination in the country. As discussed in this document, the inadequate response from the State breaches the right to life,2 equality and non-discrimination;3 the right to privacy;4 the right to information,5 all of which are recognized by the ICCPR. The consequences of these violations are still being felt by Salvadoran people, especially by women and children with disabilities born with congenital Zika syndrome as they continue to struggle to have access to comprehensive care and support.

The mosquito transmitting the Zika virus not only found favorable environmental and sanitary conditions for its reproduction, it found pre-existing deficiencies in the protection of sexual and reproductive rights and the rights of people with disabilities. It is these substandard conditions that maximized the mosquito’s negative impact. The impact of the Zika virus would have been less severe for women, children and families if the epidemic had arrived in a country that guaranteed these rights. Therefore, even after the global emergency has ended, it remains critical for the Committee to monitor the situation to prevent these rights violations from happening again. The Zika virus is endemic to the Salvadoran territory, so if structural violations of sexual and reproductive rights and rights
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1 Women Enabled International (WEI) works at the intersection of women’s rights and disability rights to advance the rights of women and girls with disabilities around the world. Through advocacy and education, WEI increases international attention to—and strengthens international human rights standards on—issues such as violence against women, sexual and reproductive health and rights, access to justice, education, legal capacity, and humanitarian emergencies. Working in collaboration with women with disabilities rights organizations and women’s rights organizations worldwide, WEI fosters cooperation across movements to improve understanding and develop cross-cutting advocacy strategies to realize the rights of all women and girls. https://www.womenenabled.org/


3 ICCPR, art. 2(1); ICESCR, supra note 2, art. 2(2); CRPD, supra note 1, arts. 5, 6(1), 7; CEDAW, supra note 2, arts. 1, 3; CRC, supra note 2, arts. 2, 5.

4 ICCPR, supra note 2, art. 9(1), 17(1).

5 ICCPR, supra note 2, art. 19(2).
of people with disabilities are not addressed, a new epidemic of Zika or a virus with similar characteristics will have similar consequences on its population.

II. The burden of the Zika virus disproportionately affects the rights of women and girls protected by the ICCPR

Zika virus in the context of absolute prohibition of abortion

As this Committee will recall from its 2010 review of El Salvador, it expressed concern “that the current Criminal Code criminalizes all forms of abortion, given that illegal abortions have serious detrimental consequences for women’s lives, health and well-being” and recommended that El Salvador “amend legislation on abortion to bring it into line with the Covenant” which include in cases of rape, incest, serious risks to the health of the mother, or fatal foetal abnormality. The Committee based its recommendation in the protection of the rights to life, equality and non-discrimination and privacy, recognized by the ICCPR. The Committee’s recommendation is more relevant now than ever before given the Zika virus’ presence in El Salvador.

Because of risks such as congenital Zika syndrome that persist in continued pregnancy after Zika infection, “more women are seeking access to abortion in countries with restrictive abortion laws, and many of these women are or will be doing so in unsafe and clandestine circumstances, with attendant risks to life and health.” Also, “[t]he anxiety and uncertainty that a pregnant woman infected with Zika faces, as well as the physical and psychological effects of a potential miscarriage or stillbirth, can have a significant impact on the woman’s physical and mental health…” Criminalization of abortion can “exacerbate the mental health implications of Zika infection for pregnant women, as women in these settings face additional fears and anxiety in their decision-making when abortion carries a risk of imprisonment and death.”

Furthermore, the Zika virus has been linked to “a heightened risk of miscarriage, stillbirth, and other pregnancy-related complication” which poses Salvadorian women of reproductive age again in a difficult position. In 2010 the Committee considered the situation of medical staff reporting women seeking treatment in public hospitals to the judicial authorities under suspicion of their being involved in abortions, even when they experienced obstetric emergencies or miscarriages, and the resulting legal proceedings that
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10 Id. at 5.
11 Id.
have ensued. In light of these circumstances, Salvadoran pregnant women may fear criminal consequences if they seek medical care for these heightened risks associated with pregnancy due to the Zika virus.

In sum, El Salvador’s complete ban on abortion continues to violate the ICCPR, particularly in the face of the Zika virus as it subjects women to the increased risks mentioned above. As States parties “should give information on any measures taken by the State … to ensure that they do not have to undergo life-threatening clandestine abortions”\textsuperscript{13}, we respectfully request to the Committee to ask El Salvador which specific measures are being taken nowadays given the epidemic nature of the Zika virus.

The shortage of contraceptive methods

It was a common denominator in several interviews of people belonging to various sectors, to point out that, during the Zika virus outbreak in 2016, there were shortages of contraceptive methods, situation that occurs regularly in the system public health. It was also expressed that the availability of emergency contraception did not increase as it did happen with other contraceptive methods.

As States parties “should give information on any measures taken by the State to help women to prevent unwanted pregnancies…”\textsuperscript{14}, we respectfully request to the Committee to ask El Salvador which specific measures are being taken nowadays given the epidemic nature of the Zika virus.

III. Lack of adequate and widespread information about sexual and reproductive rights

In January 2016, when the Minister of Health instructed Salvadoran women to postpone their pregnancies, the Ministry presented no new information in its prevention campaigns to explain the impact of the Zika virus on sexual and reproductive health. In fact, the only information disseminated about the Zika virus was a mention of the virus added to the existing health campaigns of dengue and chikungunya, viruses that do not have such impact. At a later stage, messages focused on particular risks for pregnant women were included but the young population of reproductive age was not included. Most of the messages lacked information about the sexual transmission of the virus, which had been confirmed since the beginning of 2016.

Only in June of 2017, when the most critical time of epidemic had already passed, the Ministry of Health launched an advertising campaign (“Safe mother, baby safe from Zika”). It includes the option of using contraceptives methods if the individual does not want to procreate and a recommendation to use condoms to prevent the sexual transmission.

\textsuperscript{13} General Comment No. 28 at para. 10, U.N. Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I) (Mar. 29, 2000).
\textsuperscript{14} Id.
However, there was no mention of oral emergency contraception, which can prevent pregnancy after sexual contact and serves as a critical part of medical attention to victims of sexual violence, where more than 70% of the cases are people under 17 years of age.\footnote{See, \url{http://observatoriodevilencia.ormusa.org/violicenciasexual.php}}

Also, in contrast to actions related to mosquito control and monitoring of pregnant women, in which the government employed a proactive strategy of entering communities to disseminate relevant information, efforts to supply contraceptives relied on a passive structure of relying on the population to travel to a health center for access.

The “Technical guidelines for the comprehensive care of people with Zika” issued in July 2016 by the Ministry of Health instructs women of childbearing age who want to become pregnant to attend a preconception consultation to receive the necessary information provided in all health facilities. Unfortunately, these guidelines again demonstrate a focus on pregnancy rather than on providing comprehensive information to the entire population of reproductive age. Furthermore, experts claimed that guidelines exist for counseling on sexual and reproductive health and a national policy on sexual and reproductive health exists, but an effective implementation is not yet widespread.

According to our interviews, non-governmental organizations responsible for most of the community work for the prevention of the virus focused their efforts on mosquito control measures and the use of condom to prevent sexual transmission. Some pointed out that the absence of a comprehensive emphasis on sexual and reproductive rights in the community work is due to the recently implemented restrictions on the use of funding provided by the United States of America, known as the Mexico City Policy or Global Gag Rule, which in some cases are real and in others are just assumed by recipients of funding ("chilling effect").

In order to guarantee the right to information under Article 19, El Salvador is expected to “proactively put in the public domain Government information of public interest” and “make every effort to ensure easy, prompt, effective and practical access to such information.”\footnote{CCPR General Comment No. 34 at Art. 19, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/34 (Sept. 23, 2011).} The failure of the State to provide critical information to the population of reproductive age regarding about their health during the time of Zika then violates Article 19.

**IV. Limitations to ensuring rights of children with disabilities as well as rights of their families**

Many families continued to be affected by the inadequate response to congenital Zika syndrome by the State’s failure to guarantee the rights of children with disabilities and their caregivers. States have the obligation to provide educational, medical, financial, social and other support necessary to these families, such as those required by the Convention on the
Rights of People with Disabilities.\textsuperscript{17} States with an increase in the population of children with disabilities should take measures to ensure that free, quality and mainstream (non-segregated) educational services are available to them,\textsuperscript{18} as well as measures to guarantee their right to live independently and be included in the community;\textsuperscript{19} the right to equality and non-discrimination;\textsuperscript{20} the right to respect for home and family;\textsuperscript{21} and the right to nationality.\textsuperscript{22}

There is great urgency in fulfilling these rights as comprehensive and early interventions make a significant difference in the physical and cognitive skills of children with problems in their central nervous system.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally, studies attribute high rates of abandonment and institutionalization of children with disabilities to the lack of resources for parents and lack of community-based services.\textsuperscript{24} States affected by Zika should invest to prevent this from happening to children born with Zika Syndrome.

In El Salvador there were 11,778 cases reported of suspected Zika virus infection. Of these cases, 391 were pregnant women.\textsuperscript{25} Of the nearly 400 cases of pregnant women infected with the Zika virus, the State reports only four women gave birth to a child with congenital Zika syndrome. There are 72 cases that are being studied since 2016 without any results.\textsuperscript{26}

The vast majority of the people interviewed in various sectors doubt the veracity of the low number of cases of congenital Zika syndrome. Health service providers stated that during the epidemic, they never received results from samples they sent to confirm the relationship between the alterations in the central nervous system with the Zika virus. The professionals had to make further inquiries to get the results. Additionally, some specialists identified technical flaws in the tests that could lead to false negatives, such as failures in the
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sampling and the inadequate management of the cold chain. Few others accept the figure as evidence that the impact in this country was not comparable to others such as Brazil or Colombia.

Ultimately, there is no clarity on the matter, and as mentioned, there are 72 tests with unknown results.

Uncertainty about the number of cases of congenital Zika syndrome prevent an assessment on whether the services that exist are sufficient. Furthermore, the information about what services are available is not accessible. The Ministry and a select number of organizations providing technical support control the information, which presents an initial obstacle for the fulfillment of rights as well as a breach of the State’s duties. Not even the agencies created to address the disability and children’s issues did not have specific information on the matter or were not making a follow-up to the situation of the affected families.

The State’s failure to collect such important data regarding the amount of women and children affected by congenital Zika syndrome limits the State’s ability to address this serious issue in violation of the right to information, which as indicated above requires the State to “make every effort to ensure easy, prompt, effective and practical access to such information.”27 This failure also affects rights to equal protection, non-discrimination and in violation of children’s special protection before the law.

V. Recommendations

We respectfully ask the Committee to recommend El Salvador adopt the following measures:

1. The Ministry of Health should ensure that all mass media campaigns and all community activities concerning the prevention of Zika virus include messages to women, men and youth of reproductive age about contraceptive methods and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases, including emergency contraception, available in the country and where to get them free of charge or at low cost. In relation to the consequences of Zika on pregnancy, the Ministry should take measures to ensure that the information is presented in a way that is unbiased and non-discriminatory and imparted in a way that is sensitive to disability, together with information about the availability of services and supports for raising children born with disabilities; measures should include training to this respect to the people disseminating the information.

2. The Ministry of Health should include information about counseling on sexual and reproductive health in the "Technical guidelines for the comprehensive care of people with Zika" so people who wish to prevent or delay pregnancies are able to do so. With respect to the consequences of Zika on pregnancy, the Ministry should take measures to ensure that the information is presented in a way that is unbiased and non-discriminatory and imparted in a way that is sensitive to disability, together with

information about the availability of services and supports for raising children born with disabilities; measures should include training to this respect to the health care professionals disseminating the information.

3. The Ministry of Health should take measures to eradicate shortages of contraceptive methods, including emergency contraception, in the public health network.

4. The Ministry of Health should take measures to ensure compliance with the protocols on counseling in sexual and reproductive health, the sexual and reproductive health policy and the route for victims of sexual violence.

5. The Ministry of Health should take measures to strengthen post-abortion health services (treatment of safe and unsafe abortion complications and miscarriages) with strict observance of doctor-patient confidentiality and medical ethics, and to strengthen programs related to reducing maternal morbidity and mortality.

6. Meet the international standards regarding the decriminalization of abortion, among others, in those cases in which the life or health of the pregnant woman is at risk.

7. The Ministry of Health should provide the Human Rights Committee with detailed supported information on the number of suspected and confirmed cases of congenital Zika syndrome and information regarding the services the State is providing to these children, female caregivers and families.

8. The Ministry of Health should take measures to guarantee the implementation of the 'Technical guidelines for the care of children with microcephaly' and the 'instructive to provide psychosocial support to pregnant women and families affected by microcephaly and other basic neurological complications in the context of Zika virus''.

9. The Ministry of Health should immediately inform the public, in a clear and accessible way, the services available for children born with congenital Zika syndrome and their families and how to access them.